
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of robotic process
automation. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities
and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for robotic process automation

Provide consultation on Robotics Process Automation technologies
Provide consultation/advice to Technology & Operations groups and Business
Lines as Subject Matter Expert
Playing a leading role in the RPA sales process by positioning solutions with
top prospects and converting RPA deals RPA enabled BPO deals
Developing and maintaining comprehensive knowledge of all facets of the
Robotic Process Automations tools and techniques and how they apply to
client business environments
Working with Client Partners, Sales Executives and Offshore Delivery
Managers to pursue new business in both existing accounts new logo
accounts
Analyzing and assessing various industry markets to determine which
Automation offerings are likely to best address their present and future
challenges
Analyzing and providing advisory services on technical aspects related to RPA
tools
Assisting with technical evaluation of AS-IS and TO-BE process flows from
RPA stand point
Creates, edits, revises and finalizes life cycle deliverables such as
requirements specifications, solution design documents, and operating
instructions
Apply your experience with .Net, Visual Basic and Visual Studio to design,
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Qualifications for robotic process automation

Ability to understand client expectations and requirements and converting
them into technical solutions
A minimum of 3 years providing technology consulting and thought
leadership in the areas of Intelligent Automation such as Machine learning,
Robotics, Artificial Intelligence
Ability to build strong relationships with IT and Business Sr
Excellent communication skill – oral, written, presenting, creation of report
outs
Should have led projects in Robotics Automation space, encompassing all
project stages, from solution design, delivery, testing, UAT and transition to
production support
Hands on development experience in any of the programming
languages/platforms .NET / VB / VC++ / C++/J2EE


